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Industry 4.0 is a paradigm shift for the whole world. Major changes are happening
with the merging of artificial intelligence, augmented reality, blockchain, vehicle
automation, smart factories and more. With culture and infrastructure that quickly
adapt to the most recent technological advances, Korea is at the center of all. With
154 accelerators and innovation centres (as of March 2019) as well as 143
co-working companies, Korea provides the best support and environment for
startups just beginning their journey.
Last year, 1,771 startups from 108 countries competed to be selected for the
2018 K-Startup Grand Challenge, a systematic startup program in Korea. 73 of
them were selected to participate in a 3.5 month-long acceleration program and
received initial funding and office space. The top 40 teams were then chosen in the
Demo Day in December. The selected teams were given additional funds for 6
months which help them to successfully claim their place in Korea.
The startups that participated in the K-Startup Grand Challenge were evaluated by
specialists in each tech area and given a chance to network with them. The
selection was based on the level of creativity in each startup, their business
concept, technologies, as well as their desire to base their business in Korea. By the
end of the program, a number of promising companies were ready to take on the
Asian market and startle the world.
K-Startup Grand Challenge has been applauded for its impartial selection processes, participating organizations’ competence and passion. K-Startup Grand
Challenge's impact continues to bolster Korea's reputation as a leading startup hub
in Asia.
The key purpose of K-Startup Grand Challenge is to promote collaboration and
exchange of ideas among startups from Korea and around the world. K-Startup
Grand Challenge helps startups, like yours, getting on their feet and running with
new ideas, encouraging them to merge, collide, and lead on to new innovations. If
you start your company in Korea, you can take advantages of various supports of
this program as well as a surge of momentum into the Asian market thanks to the
growing influence of the Korean Wave.
In 2019, the K-Startup Grand Challenge can provide you and your startup with the
support and opportunities for investment that you need to launch your business in
Asia.
Apply now and let this exciting new chapter of your startup begin!

s
South Korea is the world’s most connected country with 95% of the LTE
coverage. Korea has the fastest average internet connection and the
highest number of broadband services per capita in the world.

Korea is a great place for consumer testing. With almost half of the
country’s population in Seoul, Koreans are known to be early adopters of
new technologies. They are eager to be the first to buy and use newly
released technology.

In recent years, a great number of major Korean companies have
expressed interest in collaborating with startups from around the world.
The K-Startup Grand challenge program offers the opportunity for you
and your startup to interact with the most innovative and influential
Korean companies.

Located in East Asia, South Korea has strong cultural and economic ties with
China, Japan, Hong Kong, Taiwan, and more. Take numerous advantages of
South Korea’s favorable location to launch your business into the Asian
market.

Korea’s startup ecosystem is active and well-designed, attracting the
attention of investors, accelerators, and incubators from all around the
world. Google, for example, launched their first ever Asian Google Campus in
Seoul in 2015. Facebook is also joining the scene and further empowering
Korea’s IT developers through their New innovation Lab opened in Pangyo in
April, 2018. Projects between conglomerates and startups are active under
the government directions. For instance, conglomerates such as Samsung
electronics, Hanwha, SK Telecom, CJ groups, GS groups are directly initiating
accelerating or venture programs.

Korean government is constantly improving the infrastructure that
supports the startup ecosystem. For example, the government has
budgeted USD 1.03 billion in data related industry for 2019. Also in the
recent press conference, the Korean President Moon Jae In has asserted
to actively assist startups to grow into 'Scale-up' stage. By making colossal
exclusive funds, the government suggests to invest USD 12 billion for the
next 4 years. Furthermore, the government has also set an objective of
increasing the number of unicorn startups by 20 until 2020.

The symbolic K-Pop boy group, BTS has ranked first in Billboard 200. In
April 2019, BTS's new Album 'Map of the soul: Persona' has exceptionally
ranked first for three times in the ITunes top album chart of 86 countries.
The tremendous popularity of the 'Korean Wave' is significantly immense
as the Korean Wave contents business has gained USD 2.43 billion
abroad in 2018, recording the highest surplus and a 73% increase from
the previous year.

Korean Never Sleeps
Koreans are the definition of the “work hard, play hard” lifestyle.
Nightlife after work hours is always buzzing. Restaurants, bars, and
events go all night long.

South Korea is one of the safest countries in the world with the
extremely low crime rate. Furthermore, Korea has established a patent
law system where startups could efficiently bring their creative ideas
under the government protection.

Korean Market Potential
With the domestic market size of about USD 736.21 billion, Korea has
the 15th biggest internal market in the world. Despite the tiny population and the small domestic demand market size, the Korean domestic
market has the great purchasing power, acknowledged by many global
firms for a long time. Such environment may provide a footstone for
various global startups.
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3.5 Month Acceleration Program
After passing a regional audition, the top 40 teams selected by the judging accelerators will be invited to
stay in Korea to participate in a 3.5 month-long acceleration program. This program will give you access to
1-on-1 mentoring, information sessions, coaching on Korean and Asian business culture, and seminars on
topics like patents, accounting regulations, tax laws, and more. You will also have access to regular
networking sessions and opportunities to meet with large Korean conglomerates, eager to partner with
your startup.

You will work at Korea’s new Startup Campus in Pangyo, located within a walking distance of many of
Korea’s top tech companies and just 14-minute subway ride away from the famous Gangnam district of
Seoul. You will also receive an office space for your team as well as all sorts of equipment and space to
further develop your products and services. This includes access to a production space filled with 3D
printers, hardware testing platforms, and more.

Korea’s largest tech companies will participate in various seminars, workshops, and 1-on-1 mentoring. If
you need any help beyond the scope of the K-Startup Grand Challenge program, you can be a partner with
these companies and receive resources and their expertise.

If you are selected for the acceleration program, we will make sure your visa acquisition is processed in a
timely manner. This is a part of the government’s OASIS (Overall Assistance for Start-up Immigration
System) program, organized especially for foreign entrepreneurs. Beyond the help with your visa, you will
also have access to administrative support, translation, and interpretation to make sure that you can work
conveniently and effectively while in Korea.

The top 40 teams selected for the acceleration program will receive a total of USD 10,840 over 3.5 months
to cover the living expenses. The top 20 startups selected will be eligible to receive a total of USD 10,840
each for settlement in Korea based on their 'Demo Day' and Settlement Evaluation results.

Objectives
The Korean government is working to transform the economy for another century of success, ultimately
raising the employment rate, the GDP growth rate, and Korea's place in the world. For this purpose, Korea
is supporting talented entrepreneurs and promising startups to turn Korea and Pangyo Techno Valley into
a global startup hub.
The top 40 teams will be selected to participate a 3.5 month acceleration program in Pangyo, located in the
south of Seoul.
At the end of the acceleration program, the government will host a Demo Day to select top 20 startups.
These startups will get additional financial support if they meet the required criteria.

When
Application Period : April - June 14
Acceleration Program : August 16 - November 30
The final Demo Day will be held in early December.

Startup Campus in Pangyo Techno Valley, 14 minutes by subway from Gangnam
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Prototyping & testing facilities and expert support

Global Startup Campus is strategically built and only 14 minutes away from Gangnam. Free Office and project
space will be provided.

Experts from some of the world’s top tech companies with experience in taking companies global.

Meet Korea’s top tech companies with expertise ranging from smartphones to software to semiconductors.

Korea is a safe and developed country, and only 2 hours away from reaching over a billion potential
customers.

All the fund and grants will be paid in Korean Won. USD($) 1 = KRW(\) 1,130

Living Expenses (Aug – Nov 2019)
Each of the 40 startups in the program will receive about $10,840 per team to cover the living expenses over
3.5 months.

Grant for Top 20 Startups (Jan – Apr 2020)
Each of the selected top 20 startups will be eligible to receive a total funding of $10,840 for 3.5 months.

1st Prize :
2nd Prize :
3rd Prize :
4th Prize :

$ 100,000
$ 40,000
$ 20,000
$ 6,000

(₩113,000,000)
(₩ 45,200,000)
(₩ 22,600,000)
(₩ 6,780,000)

The accelerators may make equity investments in the most promising startups. Startups may have access to
other VCs and investors who may choose to invest.

Process
Promotion &
Application Period

April to June 14

June 19 to June 26

June 26 to July 20

Acceleration Program
Demo Day &
Settlement Program

August 16 to November 30

In early December

Application process begins in April 2019.
The program will wrap up in December 2019.

Promotion & Application Period
April - June 14
We receive applications from startups around the world during this time.

June 19 - 26
Startup ecosystem experts and Korean accelerators will review all of the applications.

June 26 - July 20
Based on the application review, the organizers of the K-Startup Grand Challenge will narrow down
teams to hundreds, and interview them in our 5 liaison offices throughout the world or online via web
conferencing. The 40 participant teams will be selected based on the global audition result.

Acceleration Program

August 16 - November 30

[Settlement Fund: about USD 10,840 for 3.5 months per team]
The 3.5 months Acceleration Program will begin in August. The most promising startup teams will travel
to Korea. The 40 teams will be able to use project space, including equipment for product production and
service development, testbeds, as well as incubating infrastructure. Information sessions and coaching
on Korea and Asian business culture, specific business topics (e.g. patents, accounting regulations,
tax laws, etc.), pitching lessons, and one-on-one monitoring will also be provided.

The final 20 teams selected on the Demo Day will be eligible to receive
an additional settlement fund of USD 10,840.

2016~2018
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Startups that participated in the KSGC 2016~2018 made astonishing accomplishments until last
year. The following is just a glimpse of their achievements.

64 119
587

189

Co-operations

2016~2018

USD

48
698

Business meetings with
Major Korean companies,
SMEs, Startups, VCs

2018 KSGC TOP 4
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Nodis

1st Prize Nodis

1st Prize

“KSGC is a program that
gives a lot of support for
early stage startups. We
thank KSGC for the help we
received to settle in Korean
market and achieve good
result.”

Sergey L Shokhor
CEO

Company Introduction
Website : www.nodiscorp.com
Business Category : Smart glass
Stage : Seed stage
Total Funding Amount : USD 0.7M
Founded Date : 2014.12.01
Headquarter : Singapore
Incorporated in Korea : 2018.12.07
Number of Employees : 7 (Headquarter 6, Korea 1)

Business Item
Smart glass built with Truint nano particle technology that can
freely change transparency and color to reduce energy usage
and carbon emission.

Business Model
Development and production of smart glass that can change
color of the window according to the outside conditions to save
energy
Main Area : Buildings, cars
Main Customer : Glass manufacturers or related companies
Main Activity : Partnership with manufacturers and
co-development of smart glass

Major Achievements
Application : Building glass (Smart glass)
Funding : Singaporean government (USD 400,000),
Angel investors & incubators (USD 300,000)
Corporate Partnership : In process with Corning,
Saint-Gobain, Pilkington, KCC
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2nd Prize Tespack

2nd Prize

Tespack
“Korea has everything a
startup needs for the
growth.
It was a very challenging
and pleasant 4 months.”

Mario Aguilera
CEO

Company Introduction
Website : www.tespack.com
Business Category : Device, ICT
Stage : Seed stage
Total Funding Amount : Undisclosed
Founded Date : 2013.08.01
Headquarter : Finland
Incorporated in Korea : 2018.11.05
Number of Employees : 15 (Headquarter 14, Korea 1)

Business Item
High-speed battery recharging technology and high efficiency
solar power cell

Business Model
Apply the solar radiation technology and high-speed recharging
batteries to outdoor, wearable, military and etc.
Main Area : Solar panels, batteries, military items
Main Customer : Military, people who enjoy outdoor activities
Main Activity : High-speed battery recharge,
non-flammable battery

Major Achievements
Application : High-speed recharging battery that could be
used for multiple purposes
Funding : Undisclosed
Corporate Partnership : In process of production related
discussions in Korea/Egypt/
Middle-east/Europe etc.
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Xtaypro

3rd Prize Xtaypro

3rd Prize

“KSGC is the perfect
program for startups who
wish to expand to the global
market using Korea as the
launchpad. You need strong
product and ambitious ideas
to survive the competition in
this tough market. Take your
shot when you are ready
fight really hard.”

Hieu Trung Nguyen
CEO

Kyue Young Wee
Head of East Asia

Company Introduction
Website : welcome.xtaypro.com/kr/
Business Category : E-Commerce & Logistics, Share Economy
Stage : Seed stage
Total Funding Amount : USD 0.6M
Founded Date : 2016.11.10
Headquarter : Vietnam
Incorporated in Korea : 2018.11.15
Number of Employees : 25 (Abroad 24, Korea 1)

Business Item
Logistics sharing platform for global tourists and people in need
of foreign products

Business Model
Freemium - Registration and basic functions are for free, but
priority list creation, instant search, insurances are premium services
Main Area : E-commerce, logistics, share economy
Main Customer : E-commerce companies, tourists, consumer of
foreign products
Main Activity : Creating a travel community, matching tourists
(travelers) and consumers (demand)

Major Achievements
Application : Global logistics through users and travelers
Funding : Facebook Start (USD 80,000),
Angel Investors (USD 520,000)
Corporate Partnership : Multiple MOU with Korean marketing/
sports/travels/payment/AI companies
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4th Prize Lineus Medical

4thPrize
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Lineus Medical
“I would recommend
KSGC if you want to have
unprecedented startup
experience. It is a great
opportunity to gain a lot of
network and diverse
resources.”

Louis Jin Diesel
Director of Business Development for Asia

Company Introduction
Website : www.lineusmed.com
Business Category : Healthcare, medical, intervascular injection
Stage : Seed stage (Korean branch)
Total Funding Amount : USD 2.2M (US headquarter)
Founded Date : 2015.01.05
Headquarter : United States
Incorporated in Korea : 2018.11.22
Number of Employees : 5 (Headquarter 5, Korea 0)

Business Item
An IV safety controller called SafeBreak that can prevent
bleeding, infection risk, long term discontinuation of drug
administration caused by dislocation of IV injection due to the
movements of the patients.

Business Model
Business Model in US : Exclusive distribution through
distributors
Business Model in Korea : Distribution through partnership
with local suppliers
Main Area : Healthcare, medical, IV
Main Customer : Normal hospital, animal hospital
Main Activity : Submitted to US FDA and approval expected
(early 2019)

Major Achievements
Application : SafeBreak device that makes sure the needle
doesn’t fall out during IV
Funding : US HQ completed seed funding
Corporate Partnership : Total 11 MOU, LOI, Partnership, NDA,
in process of partnership with Konkuk
University Animal Hospital for clinical
research

South Korea is conveniently located in East Asia, between China and Japan, with
Hong Kong and Taiwan to the South. For a small country of 100,210 square kilometers
(38,691 square miles), its capital is the world's second largest metropolitan area with
almost half of all Koreans living in Seoul.
According to the 2019 Bloomberg Innovation Index, Korea was second for receiving R&D
investment and manufacturing. This year marks Korea’s 6th consecutive year to top the
index overall as number one.
According to the Information and Communication Technology Development Index (IDI),
Korea was ranked first in 2016 and second in 2017. This is thanks to Korea’s high ratio
of computers per household, high internet penetration rate, and high tertiary education
rate.
Furthermore, Korea has a highly developed ICT infrastructure. 95% of Korean territory
is covered by LTE and offers the world’s fastest internet speed. Korean people are
active social media users and live their lives through internet. 28% of online shopping is
made through mobile applications. The e-commerce giant Coupang’s CEO Kim Bumsuk
once had an interview with CNBC and was quoted saying, “Imagine having twice the
population of Texas living in a place half the size of Massachusetts.” Crowded it may be,
that says a lot about the potential Korea has got for mobile e-commerce. Nowhere else
would be a more ideal for startups to try and test new businesses than Korea.
In addition to infrastructure, Korea is a cultural power with the Korean Wave,
encompassing K-Pop, dramas, fashion design, cosmetics, and the arts. Korea is an
alluring country, a source of fascination for Asia, the Americas, and Europe.
Korea also has major intangible assets like passion, creative ideas, and a momentum
created intensive synergy with cutting-edge ICT technology and inclusive governmental
support. The government has declared establishing new businesses is a key to Korea’s
future and to the next generation. This key will provide enormous subsidies to
prospective business leaders.
The Korean government has announced that they will invest KRW 10 trillion (estimated
USD 8.7 billion) in startups and ventures over the next 3 years as a part of the plan for
innovation and economic growth. Currently there are around 40 startup accelerators in
Korea providing funding for entrepreneurs in various sectors. As the funding of Korean
venture capital firms increases, and the number of Korean startups climbs, South Korea
is poised to become the hottest startup hub in Asia.
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According to the Ministry of SMEs and Startups reports from January 24th 2019, the
most crucial elements of the Venture Fund market, 'new venture investments', 'venture
fund organization', and 'total venture' were recorded as the highest in 2018. New
Venture investment was reported as USD 3 billion in 2018, showing that the
investments have increased significantly by 43.9% compared to its highest record of
USD 2.8 billion in 2017. New Investments, which are directly related to the sectors of
the 4th Industrial Revolution, skyrocketed by 71.7% recording USD 1.1 billion in 2018.
Furthermore, the largest fund of funds of USD 800 million in 2019 were contributed in
order to form a USD 2 billion funds for new ventures.
The Korean government is pursuing in afforesting the advanced infrastructure and the
environment for startups. Through the K-Startup Grand Challenge, the government will
support startups at Pangyo, the hub of Korean startup ecosystem. The government
further plans to operate collaborative programs among Korean corporations and
startups, as well as to organize systematic cooperation between Korean and global
venture companies. Korea has more than 100 accelerators, incubators, and innovation
centers as well as over 50 different coworking space providers including WeWork,
FastFive, Fab Lab, Seoul Startup Hub, Google Campus Seoul, Maru180, and more.
South Korea encourages the growth of the startup scene by endorsing tax breaks and
incentives for angel investors and venture capitalists, tax benefits for mergers and
acquisitions in the technology and R&D sectors, and improvements in visa regulations
for startup and entrepreneurs from abroad.
Korea has a phenomenal reputation when it comes to its potential for e-commerce
thanks to the extremely high rate of smartphone usage in the country. According to
CNBC, Korea will be the third largest e-commerce market in the world in five years,
catching up with China and the United States. Coupang is a great example of this
potential, having received a valuation of over USD 500 million.
Human capital can also be said to be one of the strong points of Korea’s startup
ecosystem. According to Bloomberg, Korea has ranked second globally for education,
and Korea already has the highest university and college matriculation rate among all
the OECD countries. According to Startup RADAR, Korea boasts about 30,000 startups
that employ over 100,000 people and have a better approach to entrepreneurship and
business culture than major Korea companies like Samsung, Hyundai, and LG.
Korea’s startup scene is attracting a large and diverse collection of investors, including
Korea based funds as well as corporate VCs, Silicon Valley venture firms, and more.
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Pangyo Techno Valley is an innovation park located in the south of Seoul in Gyeonggi
Province. It focuses on information technology, biotech, and the fusion of culture, and
technology. It is Korea's best ICT-based R&D innovation cluster with a total of KRW 5.27
trillion (around USD 4.2 billion) invested by the South Korean government. It was
completed in 2015 and covers an area of about 454,964 square miles with support
facilities such as the Global R&D Center, Public Support Center, and the
Industry-Academy R&D Center.
Pangyo Techno Valley is the type of environment where SMEs and startups can
mutually exchange information with high-tech technology research institutes and large,
global companies. This hub aims to merge different industrial sectors, mostly within
information and communications technology, to create new business opportunities and
foster the growth of startups. Born2Global Center reports that Korea's top 60 startups
and the K-Global 300 startups are all located in the Pangyo Startup Campus.
To further support the growth of startups, the Korean government began constructing
an addition to the existing Pangyo Techno Valley complex, which is scheduled to be
completed in 2019. The extension will foster a new community especially for startups
and high-tech firms. It will consist of sites for private companies, including venture
startups, "venture campus" sites for startups, "innovation towns" for companies and
research institutes, and government organizations that provide support for startups as
well as innovative technologies, the arts, and other creative industries in the area.

K-Startup Grand Challenge Office :
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